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Wax Reporter: Drew Gelinas

Snow & Weather Conditions

Thursday Night
A 40 percent chance of snow, mainly after midnight. Mostly cloudy, with a low around 22. East wind
around 5 mph.
Friday
A 30 percent chance of snow, mainly before 9am. Cloudy, then gradually becoming mostly sunny, with a
high near 33. North wind 5 to 10 mph, with gusts as high as 15 mph.
Friday Night
Mostly clear, with a low around 11. Blustery, with a north wind 10 to 15 mph, with gusts as high as 25 mph.
Saturday
Increasing clouds, with a high near 31. North wind 5 to 10 mph becoming southwest in the afternoon.

Early Races Later Races



Glide Wax: TSP6 or TSP7 glide wax ironed in
at 160C. Scrape and brush. Pay attention to
hourly forecast and make the final call.
Clouds are increasing so sun will be less of
an issue.

Top Coat: TS6 or TS7 Liquid applied with
fleece cork (T00021) and let dry. Roto fleece
(T0018F) and then brush. Thinner layer is
better.

Test Turbo blocks applied with Roto Wool.

Structure: T0410-075G.

Binder: Rough kick zone with 120 grit
sandpaper (T0011SP) and Synthetic Combi
Cork (T0011). Iron in VG035 binder.

Kick: VP-40.

Glide Wax: TSP7 or TSP8 ironed in at 160C.
Scrape and brush.

Top Coat: TS7 or TS8 Liquid. Apply a thin
layer with fleece cork (T0021) and let dry.
Roto fleece (T0018F) and then brush.

TestTurbo blocks applied with Roto Wool.

Structure: T0410-075G or T0410-050V.

Binder: Rough kick zone with 120 grit
sandpaper (T0011SP) and Synthetic Combi
Cork (T0011). Iron in VG035 binder.

Kick: VP45 or VP50.

NOTES: If no new snow materializes, klister may be more effective. It will depend on
how the track holds up and what the snow conditions dictate for kick.


